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Wait now! 

This means you! 
All Dycks considered and you, you and yeah, you Holes, too 

including any and all of yours and not yours 
(known and unknown) 

(throned and dethroned) 
(boned and deboned) 

Here, as well as, there, theirs, yeah, you over there 
those somewhere out there and their heirs 

(represented and unrepresented, willed and unwilled 
bequeathed and unbequeathed 

the been meaning TOs and the Hell NOs I won't admit 
no matter legit or refusing to submit) 

including everything and everyone from their pets and their peeves 
(especially those dogs) to their wives, husbands, in-laws and their out-lawed 

to-be litter of heirs (dead or alive or even ain't been thought about 
including the overtly denied) 

representatives, co-conspirators, fans, enemies, acquaintances 
ex's, long-losts, unclaimed, unlikelies, unwanteds (the ignored) 

including every and all entities (legal, non-legal or illegal) 
propensities (true or false) the lawyers (the barred and the bogus) can conjure up 

can claim no rights, privileges, royalties, rewards, awards, cash back 
(from any bank, in and of any nation, gold, counterfeit or on paper) 

income, salaries, inheritance, cash settlement, life insurance, 401Ks, IRAs, CDs, lottery 
investments, real estates, witness protection, jail, food stamps, social security 

credit cards, mileage points, alimony, palimony, rehab, insanity plea 
YOU GET A WAY WITH NOTHING! 

[You hear me] 
Nothing of any kind 

(signed or unsigned, seen or unseen, dreamed or unimaginable) 
in person or in yo mind, in any country in and of The Hole phucking world 
not excluding outer space and all of its stars, planets, galaxies and beyond 
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to the ends of the earth, beyond the sun and the moon 

 (discovered and undiscovered, tapped or untapped) 
no matter yo religion, yo gospel, yo bible, nor yo Gawd 

(whether you believe it or not, whether you even ever existed or not) 
at any point in time, in yo past lives, as we speak 

or in history (the truths, the lies, the theories and all those conspiracies) 
through uncountable light years into future-perfect 

any line, lyric, phrase or idea of the mind 
(no matter in your right mind or yo phucked up mind 

including all narcotics - over the counter, prescription and black-market drugs) 
in a message of any kind that you forward 

(ESPed, lipsynced, brailed or otherwise signed) 
Delivered by email, IM, skype, face, twit, snap, text-mess … drone 

 and any and all that other Hole world, social shyt 
(including all forms of new and not-yet-known computer and imminent technologies) 

fax, copy, unzipped, telex, morse code, middle finger, facial expression, body language 
typed (right or with two fingers), hand write (scribbled or an X), voice-activated 

auto-drive, live or virtual on any media with any and all media 
(Blu-ray, HD or flat-screen, stereo, surround, in color, paint, crayon, chalk or invisible ink) 

hand to, throw at, shoot at, give, share, like, friend, unfriend, spam 
(through osmosis, fortune tellers, ghosts, spirits, voo doo, back from the dead, pod) 

in a cat fight, dog pound, traffic, tax, divorce, no matter the supreme of courts 
no kind of respectable, nor Holely acceptable … proof 

no matter false or even a little truth 
even if eyed and witnessed, caught on video, cell phone … drone 

no matter who's home, who's in my bed, giving head, passed out nearly dead 
won't matter what you said, I … walk!  No, you won't talk 

 and especially on a good phucking day 
if you can hear Madly, if you're even near Madly 

sit'n down, wait'n around, in and out of recruiting, shooting and booty range 
including The Hole's phucking atmosphere 

aforementioned, below, beyond, especially, while on top of Madly 
Well, I mean, Gawd damned!  You NEED to understand 

it's for her Madly imagination, fascination, recreation, publication, conglomeration 
in, of and beyond The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM 

[Now, if that don’t cover my shyt all phucking day!] 
 

Do excuse me!  I digress!  Oh yes, now, what was it you were try'na say? 


